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1. INTRODUCTION 
1 
This paper considers an MIMI 1 queue with a very general feedback mechanism. When a newly arriv-
ing customer, to be called a type-I customer, has received his service, he departs from the system with 
probability 1-p(l) and is fed back to the end of the queue with probability p(l); in the latter case he 
becomes a type-2 customer. When he has received his i-th service, he leaves with probability 1 -p (i) 
and he cycles back with probability p (i), in the latter case becoming a type-i + 1 customer. The ser-
vice times of each customer at all visits are identically, negative exponentially, distributed stochastic 
variables. The resulting queueing model has the property that the joint queue-length distribution of 
type-i customers, i = 1,2, ... , is of product-form type. This property is exploited to analyse the 
sojourn-time process. In particular, we are interested in the joint distribution of the sojourn times of 
a customer on his successive cycles. 
Feedback queues are useful for modelling many phenomena in computer-communication systems. 
The following example in computer timesharing was communicated to us by R.D. Nelson (IBM 
Research Center, Hawthorne). A newly arriving job is considered to be a class 1 job. The scheduler 
first allocates some CPU time to the job. During this initial CPU allocation the job, if not completed, 
establishes its initial working set and typically changes class to class 2. The next time the job obtains 
the processor it is allocated a CPU slice for class 2 customers and, if not finished, becomes a class 3 
job with its associated CPU slice. This procedure continues until the job leaves the system. This 
example gives rise to a single server queue with feedback. R.D. Nelson [7] considers both the case in 
which jobs of all classes form one queue which is processed in FCFS order, and the case of a head-
of-the-line priority scheme. For both cases, allowing general service time distributions, he has 
obtained a set of equations for the mean sojourn times during each cycle. This set of equations can be 
solved numerically. 
Other examples of feedback systems are found in telecommunications. E.g., a telephone call may 
generate several tasks for processing. Such tasks can sometimes be considered as feedbacks. From a 
customer's viewpoint, a very important performance measure is the response time or sojourn time, 
defined as the time spent by a particular sequence of tasks from its arrival to its service completion 
[6]; and not just its mean is of interest, but also (the tail of) its distribution. 
In the queueing literature, research on feedback queues has been mainly restricted to single-server 
queues with so-called Bernoulli feedback [3,4,9]: when a customer (task) completes his service, he 
departs from the system with probability 1-p and is fed back with probability p. Fontana and Diaz 
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Berzosa [5,6] extend some results obtained for·the MIG/l model with Bernoulli feedback to a more 
general feedback model with priorities. In [2] we have considered sojourn time distributions in an 
MIMI 1 queue with deterministic feedback, viz., each customer makes exactly N passes through the 
system. Simultaneously, Doshi and Kaufman [4] have studied sojourn time distributions in an 
MIG!l queue with Bernoulli feedback, employing an iteration procedure which is very similar to the 
one used in [2]. The feedback mechanisms in those studies are special cases of the one in the present 
study: for deterministic feedback, take p(i)= 1, i~N -1, p(N)=O; for Bernoulli feedback, take 
p(i)=P. 
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 the model is described in 
detail. Section 3 contains our main result. We derive a formula for (the transform of) the joint distri-
bution of the successive sojourn times of a customer in the system and the number of customers of 
the various types present at his successive departure epochs. As a by-result, it is shown that the 
sojourn times in all individual cycles are identically, negative exponentially, distributed. Also, the 
correlation between the sojourn times of the j-th and k-th cycle of a customer is calculated; further-
more, the distribution of the total sojourn time is derived. In Section 4 two special feedback mechan-
isms are studied: Bernoulli feedback (Subsection 4.1) and deterministic feedback (Subsection 4.2). In 
these two cases, a limiting procedure leads to the sojourn time distribution in the MIMI 1 queue with 
processor sharing and the MIDI 1 queue with processor sharing, respectively. 
2. MODEL DESCRIPTION 
We consider a single server queueing system with infinite waiting room, see Fig. 1. Customers arrive 
at the system according to a Poisson process with intensity .;\.>0. After having received a service, a 
customer may either leave the system or be fed back. When a customer has completed his i-th ser-
vice, he departs from the system with probability l - p(i) and is fed back with probability p(i). Fed 
back customers return instantaneously, joining the end of the queue. A customer who is visiting the 
queue for the i-th time will be called a type-i customer. To avoid the problems that occur in dealing 
with an infinite number of customer types, it is assumed that after a certain number of services the 
feedback probabilities of a customer remain constant. Thus p(i) = p(N) : = p, i =N,N + 1, ... for 
some N~ 1. The service discipline is First Come First Served (FCFS). 
p(i) 
I · · · I 1-p(i) 
Fig. 1 MIMI 1 queue with feedback. 
The successive service times of a customer are independent, negative exponentially distributed, ran-
dom variables, with mean {J. These service times are also independent of the service times of other 
customers. 
Introduce 
q(O) := 1, (2.1) 
i-1 




q(N) : = ~ II p(j) = q(N - l)p(N -1) I (1-p), 
m=N j=O 
with 
p(O) := I. 
Note that q(i) is the relative arrival rate of type-i customers, i = l, ... ,N. The offered load to the queue 
N 
per unit of time is p: =A.{3~q(i). For stability it is required that p< I. 
i ==I 
We are interested in the following quantities: 
- ~: number of type-i customers in the system at an arbitrary epoch, i = l, ... ,N; 
- xy>: number of type-i customers in the system at the j-th service completion of a customer, 
i = I, ... ,N, j = 1,2, ... ; 
- x~0>: number of type-i customers in the system at the arrival of a new customer, i = l, ... ,N; 
- Sj: time required for the j-th pass through the system (j-th sojourn time), j= 1,2, .... 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we present, in the form of Laplace-Stieltjes transforms and generating functions, an 
expression for the j~int distribution of the successive sojourn times Sj, j = l, ... ,k, and the number of 
type-i customers, xp>, i = l, ... ,N, present at the j-th service completion of a customer who is fed back 
at least k-1 times, k = 1,2, .... First note that the system described above can be considered as a 
queueing network consisting of one queue with N types of customers. Type-i customers are fed back 
with probability p(i) after service, and then change into type-(i + 1) customers, i = l, ... ,N -1. Type-
N customers are fed back with probability p after service, and do not change their type. Because the 
service times are assumed to be exponentially distributed, the results obtained by Baskett et al. [l] can 
be applied to find the joint distribution of the number of type-i customers in the system at an arbi-
trary epoch. It is found that, for XJ. ••• ,xN = 0, 1, ... , 
P(xi. ... ,xN) := Pr{X1 =xi. ... ,XN=xN} = (3.1) 
(1-A.Pf q(i)) IT(A.{3q(i)t' (x17 ... +xN;!. 
i=l i=I Xt •• • • XN. 
The PASTA property ([10]) implies the equality of the joint queue length distribution at the epoch of 
a new arrival and at an arbitrary epoch: 
Pr{X~0>=xi. ... ,XW>=xN} = P(xi. ... ,xN), xi. ... ,xN=0,1,.... (3.2) 
We follow a customer from the moment he arrives as a type-I customer until he completes his k-th 
service. It holds that 
(3.3) 
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Using the property that Sj is fully determined by the number of fed back customers and the number 
of external arrivals during sj - I· it is shown in the Appendix that 
-(w S + +w S ) x\"l x<:!1 x\'1 Jr.•> ~O) O E{e I I ••• • • (z I ••• z N ) ••• (z I ••• z N ) Ix =x . . . x<0> =x } = 1,0 N,O l,k N,k J, , N N (3.4) 
k N II Af (j,w,z) II (z;,o/{(i,w,z)t', 
j=I i=l 
with w:=(wi. ... ,wk), z :=((z1,o, ... ,zN,o), ... ,(z1,k> ... ,zN,d), and 
(3.5) 
Af (2,w,z) : = [l + P{ "'k-1 +A-Az'1,k-1A1l (l,w,z)fp(l)z2,k + l -p(l)]}r1, 
Af (i, w,z) : = [l + P{ "'k-i + 1 + A-Az l,k-i + 1Af (i -1,w,z)[Af (i -2,w,z)[ · · · [Af (2,w,z)[Af (l,w,z) 
fp(i - l)z;,k + 1-p(i - l)Jp(i -2)z;-J,k-I + 1-p(i -2)]p(i -3)z;-2,k-2+1-p(i -3)] · · · ] 
p(l)z2,k-i+2 + l-p(l)]}]-1, i =3, ... ,k, 
ft (i, w,z) : = Af (k, w,z)[Af (k -1,w,z)[ · · · [Af (2,w,z)[Af (l,w,z) 
fp(k +i - l)zk+i,k + 1-p(k +i - l)Jp(k +i -2)zk+i-l,k-I + 1-p(k +i -2)] 
p(k +i -3)zk+i-2,k-2+1-p(k +i -3)] · · · Jp(i)z;+1,1+1-p(i)], i = 1, ... ,N. 
Here we have defined z;,j: =zN,j• i =N + l, ... ,N +k. 
Substituting (3.4) and (3.1) into (3.3) we obtain our main result: 
THEOREM 
N k (1-A/l~q(i)) IIAf(j,w,z) 
E{ -(w,81+ ... +w,S.)( Xf1 xZ') ( -,r,•> ~1 )} _ ---'-i-==-1 _ _,_·_=.:...I __ _ e Z1,o ... ZN,O ... ZJ,k ... ZN,k - N ' 




Rewj;;;a.o, lz;,jl~l, i=l, ... ,N, j=l, ... ,k. 
COROLLARY 1 
The Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the joint distribution of the first k successive sojourn times of a custo-
mer, who is fed back at least k - I times, is given by 
N k (I-A{f'2',.q(i)) IIAf (j, w) 
E{e-(w,s,+ ... +w,S.)} = --~i=~l~~i-=~1 __ _ 
N 





Af(l,w) := [l+Pwkr 1, (3.9) 
Af(i,w) := [l +P{wk-;+1 +A-Mf(i-l,w)[Af(i-2,w)[ · · · [Af(2,w)[Af(l,w) 
p(i-2)+ I-p(i-2)]p(i-3)+ 1-p(i -3)] · · · ]p(l)+ l-p(l)]}]- 1, i =3, ... ,k, 
/{(i,w) := Af(k,w)[Af(k-1,w)[ · · · [Af(2,w)[Af(l,w)p(k +i -2)+ 1-p(k +i -2)] (3.10) 
p(k+i-3)+1-p(k+i-3)] · · · ]p(i)+l-p(i)], i=l, ... ,N. 




E{zf ···z~} = E{z~' ···z~} = --""-;;-=1--, lz;lo;;;;l, i=l, ... ,N, j=O,l, ... ,k. 
1 -A{f'2,q (i)z; 
i=1 
(3.11) 
PRooF: It follows from (3.1) and (3.2) that (3.11) holds for j =O. If (3.11) also holds for j = 1, then it 
clearly holds for all j =O, 1, .... The validity of (3.11) for j = 1 follows by a simple calculation. 
REMARKS 
(i) The Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the joint sojourn time distribution can be presented in a form 
which is more suitable for obtaining sojourn time moments. For this purpose we first rewrite (3.9) 
~~~: . 
i-1 i-1 i-1 
Af(i,w) := [I +Pwk-i+1 +AP{l-q(i-1) II Af(j,w)- ~ q(i -1)(1-p(i -/))II Af (j,w)}]- 1, i = l, ... ,k, 
j=I 1=2 j=l 
1 k k k 
/{(i,w) : = -=-:-[q(k +i - l)IIAf (j,w)+ ~q(k +i -1)(1-p(k +i -/))IIAf (j,w)], i = l, ... ,N, 
q(z) j=1 1=2 j=l 
with 
q(O) := 1, 
i-1 
q(i) : = IIP(i), i = 1,2, .... 
j=O 
Introducing 
. ; 1 
M(z,w) :=II N. , i=l, ... ,k, 
j=1 Ak (j,w) 
(3.12) 
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M(O,w) := 1, 
and 
H(k,i, w) : = M(k, w)/t(i, w), i = l, ... ,N, 
it is easily seen that (3.8) can be written as 
N 
1-"J..p~q(i) 




M(i,w) = (l+Pwk-;+1)M(i-l,w)+"J..p [M(i-l,w)-q(i-1)- (3.14) 
ji~1q(i -j)(l-p(i-j))M(j-1,w)], i = l, ... ,k, 
H(k,i,w) = ~ [q(k+i-l)+fq(k+i-j)(l-p(k+i-j))M(j-1,w)], i=l, ... ,N. (3.15) 
q(z) j=2 · 
(ii) The fact that the joint queue length distribution at the arrival of a customer and after each of his 
passes is the same (cf. Corollary 2), implies that the sojourn times Sj, j = l, ... ,k have the same margi-
nal distribution. S1 can easily be obtained from (3.13), (3.14) and (3.15) by taking k = 1 (or taking 
N 
"'j =O, j =2, ... ,k). It is found, with offered load p="J..P~ q(i), that the sojourn times are negative 
i=1 
exponentially distributed with mean P /(I - p ): 
E{e -w1S1 } = 1-p ._ 1 Jc. Q ' 1- , ... , 1-p+,..wj (3.16) 
This coincides with the· sojourn time transform in an ordinary M/M/ 1 queue with mean service time 
N P and arrival rate A ~q (i). 
i=1 
, 
(iii) In order to investigate the dependence between the i-th and j-th sojourn times we have computed 
the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the joint distribution of S; and Sj, l:e;;;; <j=e;;;k. It is found from 
(3.13), (3.14) and (3.15) that 
(3.17) 
where Cj-i is determined by 
C I = 1, (3.18) 
n-1 
Cn = (1 +"J..P)Cn-1-A/J ~ q(n -1)(1-p(n -/))C1-1> n =2, ... ,k-1. 
1=2 
Note that E{e-(w,S,+w1s1» only depends on i andj through the differencej-i. This property might 
also have been derived from Corollary 2. 
From (3.17) the correlation coefficient, corr(S;,Sj), can easily be obtained: 
co"(S;,Sj) = 1-Cj-;(l-p), l:e;;;i <j=e;;;k. (3.19) 
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It follows from (3.18) and (3.19) that corr(S;,Sj) as a function of i and j only depends on j-i, and 
that it decreases if j-i grows. For j-i = 1, corr(S;,Sj)=p. 
(iv) The Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the distribution of a customer's total time spent in the system 
until the end of his k-th pass s<k>: = S1 + ... +Sb can be obtained from (3.13) by substituting 
wj=c.Jo, j = l, ... ,k. To derive an expression for the variance of this sojourn time, var(S<k>), it is con-
venient to use the formula 
k k 
var(S<k>) = k var(S1 )+2~ ~ cov(S;,Sj)· 
i=lj=i+l 
The covariance of S; and Sj , cov(S;,Sj), and var(S1) can easily be obtained from the results given in 
(ii) and (iii). It is found that 
(3.20) 
with Ci, ... ,Ck-I given by (3.18). 
The Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the distribution of the total sojourn time S of an (arbitrary) custo-
mer is now given by 
s oo s•i E{e-"'° } = ~q(k)(l-p(k))E{e-"'° }. (3.21) 
k=I 
(v) Let the mean se~ce time /lJ,O, and choose the feedback probabilities such that the total required 
mean service time, /3, remains a positive constant. It is intuitively clear that this limiting procedure 
reduces the feedback queue to an M/G/l queue with processor sharing. DiffeJent choices of the feed-
back probabilities lead to ditf erent total service time distributions with mean /3. This opens the possi-
bility for a new derivation of sojourn time results for the M/ G I 1 queue with processor sharing ( cf. 
Ott [8]). We shall not pursue this here; in Section 4 the M/D/l processor sharing queue will thus be 
analyzed. 
ExAMl>LE 
In this example we examine the case k = 2 for which explicit closed form results are easily obtained. 
From (3.17) and (3.18) it follows that for this case 
(3.22) 
Note that the feedback probabilities p(i), i = l, ... ,N, enter into the joint distribution of 81 and Si 
only via the offered load p. Thus, as long as p remains constant, the joint distribution of S1 and Si is 
independent of the individual values of p(i), i = l, ... ,N. Doshi and Kaufman [4] derived (3.22) for the 
(special) case of Bernoulli feedback (p(i):::=p). 
From (3.19) it follows that 
corr(S1 ,Si) = p. (3.23) 
Let F 2(-) denote the distribution function of the sojourn time until the end of the second pass: 
8 
From (3.22) we find 
E{e-.,.(S,+S,)} = 1 + Vp 1-Vp 
2Vp I-Ye +Pwo 
1-Vp l+Ye 
2Vp 1 +Ye +Pwo. 
Hence 
In [4] Doshi and Kaufman compare F 2(") with the distribution of S1 +Si that results when one 
assumes that S1 and Si are independent. Due to the positive correlation between S1 and Si ( cf. 
(3.23)), it is found that F 2(") has a longer "tail" than this approximate distribution. 
Finally, the variance of S1 +Si is obtained from (3.20): 
var(S1 +S,) = 2(1+p) l~r 
4. SPECIAL CASES 
In this section we study two feedback systems which are special cases of the general model described 
in Section 2, viz., Bernoulli feedback (Subsection 4.1) and deterministic feedback (Subsection 4.2). It 
will appear that these models yield simple, explicit expressions for most of the quantities analyzed in 
Section 3. At the end of Subsection 4.2 we show that the sojourn time distribution in the MIDI 1 
queue with processor sharing can easily be obtained from the sojourn time distribution in the deter-
ministic feedback model. 
The Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the joint sojourn time distribution in the Bernoulli feedback model 
has also been derived by Doshi and Kaufman [4]. The results for the deterministic feedback model 
were already obtained in a previous paper [2]. In fact, those results have led to the study of the gen-
eral model. 
4.1 Bernoulli feedback 
The Bernoulli feedback model is obtained from the general model by taking N = 1: when a customer 
completes bis service he departs from the system with probability 1 -p and is fed back with probabil-
ity p. 
Obviously 
p = _M_. 
I-p 
The Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the joint distribution of the successive sojourn times S1, ••• , Sk 
can be obtained from (3.8)-(3.10) by substituting N = 1, p(i)=P. The resulting expression has also 
been derived by Doshi and Kaufman [4]. 
To obtain explicit expressions for E{e-<"'181 +"'181>}, corr(S;,Sj), and var(S<k>), (see (3.17), (3.19) and 
(3.20)) we have to derive Cn, n = l, ... ,k-1, from the set of difference equations (3.18). After the sub-
stitution q(j) = pj - 1, j = 1, 2, ... , (3.18) reduces to 
C1 = 1, (4.1) 
n-1 
Cn = (1 +'A{J)Cn-1-'Af3 ~ (pn- 1- 1-pn-1)C1-i. n =2, ... ,k-1. 
/=2 
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From (4.1) it follows that 
C 1 = 1, 
C2 = 1 +'A{J, 
Cn-pCn-1 = (1 +'A.{J)Cn-1-p(l +'A.{J)Cn-2-A/J(l-p)Cn-2, n =3, ... ,k-1. 
Hence 
C1 = 1, (4.2) 
C2 = 1 +A.{J, 
Cn = (1 +A.{J+p)Cn-1-(A.{J+p)Cn-2, n =3, ... ,k-1. 
The general solution of ( 4.2) is given by 
Cn = U1y1 + Uz.Y~, 
where y 1 =I and y 2 =A.{J+ p are the roots of 
and U 1 and U 2 are determined by 
U1y1 +Uz.Y2=1, 
U1yt + Uz.Y~ = 1 +A.{J. 
y2-(1 +A.{J+p)y +(A.{J+p)=O, 
After some calculations it is found that 
- l-p-A{J(A.{J+pt-1 
Cn - l-p-A/J , n=l, ... ,k-1. 
Substitution of ( 4.3) in (3.17), (3.19) and (3.20) yields 
(4.3) 
var(S<k>) = [ ~ ] 2 [k +2 1 ~p 2 { ~ - 1 ~ _k_ (1-(p +A.{Jf)} , (4.6) 1- ( p) 1- p (1- >2 
I-p 1-p 1-p 
k=l,2, .... 
10 
It follows from (4.5) that . lim corr(S;,Sj)=O (cf. Section 3, Remarks (iii)). It is also seen that 
corr(S;,Sj) is an increasing1f~~on of A.{3 for fixed i and j. These intuitively appealing properties are 







0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
-P 
Fig. 2 corr(S;,Sj) as a function of offered load p= A.~ , with p=0.5. 
1-p 
The Laplace-Stieltjes transform of S(k) can be obtained from (3.13)-(3.15) by substituting 
wj =Wo, j = l, .. .,k. The resulting set of difference equations (3.14) can be solved in the same way as 
(4.2). After extensive but straightforward calculations it is found that 
where, 
X1 = 
1 + /3wo + A.{3 + p + V (1 + f3Wo + A.{3 + p )2 -4(p + p /3wo + A./J) 
2 
1 + f3Wo + A.{3 + p - V (1 + /3wo + A./3 + p Y. -4(p + p Pwo + A./J) 
2 
x2 -(1 + Pwo) 
Q1 = ' x2-x1 
x1 -(I +Pwo) Qi=-----
x1-x2 
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Letting pj 1 and X/no such that XP / ( 1 -p) remains constant, reduces the feedback model to the 
M/M/l queue with processor sharing. Application of this limiting procedure to the total sojourn 
time distribution, which readily follows from (4.7), yields the sojourn time distribution in the M/M/l 
queue with processor sharing (Ott [8]). The calculations, which are quite involved, are omitted here. 
4.2 Deterministic feedback 
Taking p(i)= 1, i = l, ... ,N -1, p(N)=p =O, we obtain the deterministic feedback model in which 
each customer is fed back exactly N -1 times. After the N-th service the customer leaves the system. 
Obviously 
p = NX{J. 
Noting that 
q(j) = q(j) = 1, O~j~N, 
= 0, j>N, 
it is easily seen from (3.13)-(3.15) that 
with 
(4.8) 
M(O,c.>) = 1, (4.9) 
M(i,c.>) = (1 +Xp+p"'N-;+1)M(i -1,c.>)-Xp, i = 1, ... ,N. 
At the end of this section we shall use (4.8) and (4.9) to obtain the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the 
total sojourn time distribution. 
As in Section 4.1 we solve the set of diff~ence equations (3.18) to obtain explicit expressions for 
E { e -(c.>,s,+,.,181> }, corr(S;,Sj), and E ( e -""'s< } froi;n the general formulas (3.17), (3.19) and (3.20). 
Substituting in (3.18) p(i)=q(i)= 1, i = 1, ... ,N -1, we get 
C1 = 1, 
Cn = (1 +Xp)Cn-1> n =2, ... ,N -1. 
Hence 
Cn = (l+Xpr- 1, n=l, ... ,N-1. (4.10) 




var(s<N>) = var (S) = [ fJ ] 2 [-2 - - N 2 - 2(1-N>..{J) (I + 'A/Jf ] · 
1 - N'h/J ('A/J)2 ('A/J)2 (4.13) 
The Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the distribution of the total sojourn time S is obtained from (4.8) 
and (4.9) by substituting "'j =w0, j = 1, ... ,N. This substitution yields (cf.(4.9)) 
M(O,w) = 1, 
M(i,w) = (l+'A/J+/Jw0)M(i-l,w)-'A/J, i=l, ... ,N. 
Hence 
i=l, ... ,N. 
Using this result it follows from (4.8) that 
-""'s (1-N'A/J)('A +wof 
E{e } = Re w0 ;;;:.0. (4 14) 
wij(l +'A/J+ ,8wo)N +'A('A+wo)(l - N'A{J)+'Awo' · 
Finally, we shall show that (4.14) can be used to obtain the sojourn time distribution in the MID/I 
queue with processor sharing (cf. Sectio113, Remarks (v)). 
Let Njoo and /JJ,O in such a way that ,8:=N,8 remains constant. Then the distributio:tl of the total 
service time received by each customer approaches the deterministic distribution fixed at /J: 
:.: [ !+~ r = N~ [ l l ]N = e-{J"'°, Re "'o;;;:.O. 
/J!O + N"'o 
This limiting procedure apparently reduces the deterministic feedback model to the MIDI I queueing 
model with processor sharing. Indeed, in the limit (4.14) equals the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the 
sojourn time distribution in the MIDll system with erocessor sharing: 
. -""'s ('A+wof(l-'AP)e-{J(A+"'°) 
limE{e } = _ PcA+ ) ' Re w0 ;;;:.0, (4.15) 
'ji10 wij + A('A + 2wo - 'A/J('A + w0) )e - ""' 
a result previously obtained by Ott (8). 
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APPENDIX 
In this appendix we prove Formula (3.4). For ease of notation we introduce the service time distribu-
tion function B (t): = 1 -e -t I f1. 
The derivation of (3.4) is based on the fact that (X\i +I), ..• , X~ + 1>), which determines the distribu-
tion of Si+2, is conditionally independent of {(X~0>, ..• ,X$9>), ... ,(X\i-1), ..• ,x~- 1>); Si. •.. ,S;} 
given {(X\i), .•. ,XW); Si+d, i =l, ... ,k-1. Using this property it is easily seen that: 
E{e-<"'181 + ... +..,.s.>(zx:,<1) ... zx:) ... (zxf'l .•• zxt>) 1x<0>=x ..• x<0>=x } = 1,0 N, 0 l,k N,k 1 I• , N N 
00 00 00 00 
ZXI • • • zXN f e-..,,t, f -"'212 f -"'k-ltk-1 f -..,ktk 1,0 N,o e · · · e e 
t, =O t2 =O '•-• =O '• =O 
00 (Af )n\ll (IJ [ N XJ [ X· ] (I) (I) (ll l ~ e -At, I zn' II ~ i (j)nJ+l(l- (j))xJ-nj+I z~J+I 
,,t;,,,, ll) I 1,1 ,,t;,,,, n(I p p 1+I,I 
n\11 =0 n1 · ·=1n}'!1 =O 1 I 
II ~ e -At., m zn• II J (j)n;+• (I - (j))n1 -n1+, z~J+• k { 
00 (At )n\ml <mJ [N+m-1 n~<m-•> [n(m-1)] <"J <m-•J <"J <"l l} 
,,t;,,,, (m)' l,m n(m) p p J +l,m 
m =2 \"'1 =O n I · j =I nj";!, =O 1 +I 
(I+ <•-•l+ + (k-IJ )* (l+ <•-2>+ + Ck-21 )• (l+ <•l+ + (IJ )* (I+ + + )* dB(tk) n1 ... nN+k-1 dB(tk-I) n, ... nN+k-2 • .. dB(t2) n1 ... nN+• dB(t1) x, ... xN . 
Note that by definition zi,/ =zN,j , i =N + l, ... ,N +k, j = 1, ... ,k. 
We first evaluate the integral with respect to tk> obtaining 
00 00 00 
Z X1 • • • zXN f e -..,,tl f -"'212 f -"'k-ltk-1 1,0 N,O e · · · e 
11 =O t 2 =O t,_, =O 
oo (Af )n\'l (IJ [ N XJ [ X· ] (IJ (IJ (I) l ~ e -Ai. I zn• II ~ i (j)n1+1 (1- (j))x1-n1+1 z~1+• 
,,t;,,,, ll) I 1, I ,,t;,,,, n(I p p J +I, I 
n\'1=0 n1 · ·=In}'!. =O 1 I 
II ~e "''" z' II J p(j)1+•(I-p(j))1 1••z.1+1 k-1{ 
00 
_,. (Atmt\"l n<"J [N+m-1 n~<m-IJ [n(m-l)l n<ml n<m-tJ_n<"l n<"J l} 
,,t;,,,, lm) I l,m n(m) J +l,m 
m=2 \m>=o n1 · j=I n}"21=0 Jfl 
(I 1•-11 <•-•> ) N +k - I Ck-11 [l +P{wk +A.(l-z1,k)}]- +n, + ... +nm-• II (p(j)zj+I,k+ l-p(i)t1 
j=l 
dB(tk-dl+n\•-2J + ... +nt-;:i_,)* • • . dB(t2p+n\'>+ ... +n~J+1)* dB(tdI+x1 + ... +xN)* = 
00 00 00 
X1 XN AN(l ) J -.,,,, J -.,,_t2 J -"'•-1'•-1 z1,o · • • zN,o k ,w,z e e · · · e 
t 1=0 t 2 =0 '•-1=0 
00 (Af )n\ll (IJ ( N Xj [ • ] (IJ (I) (IJ l °"' e-N1 I zn1 II °"' xi (j)n1+1(l- (j))x1-n1+1z~1+• 
""-i (1) I l, I ""-i n(l p p 1 +I, I 
n\n =O n1 · ·=I n}'!1 =O 1 I 
II °"' e -N,. m zn' II 1 (j")n1+1(l- (j))ni -n1+1 z~1+1 k-2{ 
00 (At )n\ml !ml [ N +m -1 n~<m-I) [n(m -1)] (ml Im-I) (mJ !ml l} 
""-i (m)t l,m n<m> p p 1+1,m 
m=2 \ml=O n1 · j=I n}'21=0 1+l 
e -Nk-l(l-z,..._ 1A~(I,.,,z)fp(l)zu + 1-p(I))) 
N+k-2 •~ II (Af(l,w,z)[p(j + l)zj+2,k + 1-p(j + l)]p(j)zj+l,k-1 + l-p(J)t1 
j=I 
dB(tk-dl+nf-2J + ... +n~;.:'-»* ... dB(t2il+n\'> + ... +n~i+.>* dB(tdl+x1 + ... +xN>*. 
Next the integral with respect to tk - I is evaluated, yielding 
-(., s + +., s ) xr> x10J x•i x!;" ~O) <JJ> E{e 1 1 ··· • • (z ' • · • z N ) · · · (z 1 • · · z N ) IX =x . . . X =x } = 1,0 N,O l,k N,k l• , N 
00 00 00 
X1 XN AN(I ) J _.,1,1 J -"'1.t2 J -"'•-2'•-2 z1,o · · · zN,o k ,w,z e e · · · e 
t1=0 t2 =0 '•-2=0 
oo (Af )n\I> (I) [ N XJ [ X· ] (I) (IJ (IJ l °"' e -Ni I zn' II °"' i (j)n1+1 (l - (j))x1-n1+1 z~1 +1 
""-i (1) I I, I ""-i n(I p p 1 +I, I 
n\1l =O n1 · . =I n}1!1 =O 1 I 
II °"' e "'"' z i II p (j) 1+1 (1-p (j)) J i+1 z .J+I k-2{ oo _,. ('Atmt\'"J n<'"J [N+m-1 n~<m-IJ [n1(m-l)l n<'"J n<m-IJ_n<m> n<'"J l} ""-i <m) I 1,m n(m) 1 + l,m 
m=2 \'"J=O n1 · j=l n}°21 =O 1+1 
[1 + /3{ "'k-1 +X-k1,k-1Af (l,w,z)[p(l)z2,k + 1-p(l)]}]-(l+n\•-2J + ... +n~;.:'-» 
N+k-2 •~ II (Af (1,w,z)[p(j + I)zj+2,k + 1-p(j + l)]p(j)zj+l,k-1 + l-p(J)t1 
j=I 
dB (tk-2P +n\•-3) + ... +n~;.~_,)* ... dB (t2P +n\ll + ... +n~'+1 )*dB (t dl+ X1 + ... + xN)* = 
00 00 00 
X1 XN AN(l )AN(2 ) J -.,1,1 J -.,,_t2 J -.,. ,,. 2 Z1,o ... ZN,O k ,w,z k ,w,z e e . . . e - -
t 1 =O t 2 =O '•-2 =O 
""' e -Ni I zn' II ""' ~ (j)nJ+I (1 - (j))xi-nJ+I z~J+I oo (At )n\ll (I) [ N XJ [ • ] (IJ (IJ <•J l 
""-i (1) I I, 1 ""-i n«+ p p 1 +I, I 
n\1l=O n1 · ·=In}'!, =O 1 I 
II ~. e -Al.. :) ' z1:m II ~ ~(m) p <Jtj+I (1 -p (J)t1 -nj+I zj1+11,m k-2{ 00 (At t\"'l (ml [N+m-1 n~'l [n(m-1)] (ml !m-IJ <mJ <ml l} 
m =2 \"'J ='ll n~ · j =I n}'21 =O rfl 
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N+k-2 ~~ II (Af(2,w,z)[Af(l,w,z)fp(i + l)zj+2,k+ 1-p(i + l)]p(i)zj+l,k-1+1-p(i)Jt; 
j=l 
dB(tk-2il+n\•-J1 + ... +n~-;.:1_,)* .. • dB(tdl+n\'l + ... +n~>+1)* dB(tdl+x, + ... +xN)* . 
We now sum over n~k-2>, ... ,n</i+f>-2 and subsequently integrate with respect to tk-2, thus obtain-
ing Af (3,w,z) terms; etc.; finally the summations over n~1>, ... ,n~P and the integration over t 1 are 
performed, which give rise to the (/t(i,w,z)t' contribution in Formula (3.4). 
